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Abstract
In this article, we propose a methodological outlook for historical platform studies to increase
the prominence of platform historiography in the field and practice of web history and archiving. We discuss the challenges of social media archiving and the research opportunities for
‘platform’ historiography by focusing on the distinctive characteristics of web-based social
media ‘platforms’. Based on our review of the literature, we argue that it is critical to foreground
how contemporary platforms serve multiple user groups beyond end users (e.g. developers,
business, investors) and how they operate on multiple levels (e.g. interface, architecture, ecosystem). By attending to the multiple sides and layers of social media beyond their end users only,
we can reconstruct histories of platforms, not only as social networks, but also as technical artefacts, business organisations, and more. A focus on the materiality of platforms introduces
numerous underutilised archived web sources that present significant entry points and research
opportunities for platform historiography. We assess the availability of these archived sources
across the leading web archives. Our results show that despite the challenges of social media
archiving, platforms’ resources are in fact well-preserved if we look beyond their end-user interfaces. Drawing on illustrative examples, we discuss two sets of entry points and materials for
platform historiography at length: first, for writing developer-side histories, and second, for
business-side histories. We conclude with recommendations for platform historians and archiving practitioners and reflections on the future of platform historiography.
Keywords: social media, platforms, web historiography, web history, web archiving

Introduction: Writing the Histories of ‘Platforms’
In March 2018, news broke that Cambridge Analytica had gained access to the personal data
and profiles of millions of Facebook users that were harvested without their consent and used
for political campaigns that allegedly swayed elections. The scandal fuelled mounting criticism
against the social media platform regarding its data-sharing practices. Only nine months later,
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it was revealed that Facebook had provided access to users’ personal data to some of the world’s
largest technology companies through special data-sharing arrangements and partnerships.1
These recent revelations and scandals underscore the need for a better understanding of social
media today through a historical awareness of how they emerged and evolved over time. That is,
these issues require an understanding of social networks’ evolution into social media platforms
and of their evolving conditions for third-party development and data access.
Although socio-technical histories of social media exist,2 most histories privilege cultural memory
and digital heritage perspectives to capture the ‘important cultural moments’ of the past.3 Since social
networks are a relatively recent phenomenon – Facebook only turned fifteen this year – they are not
always considered of historical significance. Their contemporary forms and operations are deemed more
important than their evolutionary trajectories. Additionally, since social media are persistently updated,
they pose severe challenges for historians and encourage certain forms of historical research at the
expense of others.4 In a nutshell, since the mid-2000s, social media have evolved from social networking
services developed ‘on top of’ the open web’s infrastructure to closed platforms for social media and then
to closed platform-based ecosystems with large-scale networks of connected apps and integrations.5
Meanwhile, their explosive growth has led to the prevalence of new kinds of socio-technical systems and
infrastructures that now underpin the provision of social networking services and the larger ecosystem of
‘connective’ media, but which remain hidden.6 These developments raise the need for critical enquiries
into these hidden aspects of social media, which are not always immediately observable from the graphical end-user interface, to complement the existing social and cultural histories of social media platforms
and their visible aspects.7 In particular, such critical histories can contextualise – denaturalise and reveal
the contingencies of – the explosive growth of social media platforms and their present dominance and
infrastructural presence in all corners of society.
In this article, we present a methodological outlook for historical social media and platform
studies. Histories of social media should reckon with their distinctive characteristics as ‘platforms’ – or what we refer to as their platformness. Platforms have mainly been studied from
three perspectives. From an information systems perspective, they have been studied as the
extensible codebases of software-based systems that provide functionality to connected apps
and services.8 From an economic perspective, they have been studied as multi-sided markets
that mediate the interactions between multiple stakeholder groups.9 From a media studies perspective, they have been studied critically as non-neutral intermediaries.10 In this article, we
argue why social media and platform historians should incorporate these multiple perspectives
to capture the interplay between a platform’s evolving programmability and its expanding use
cultures and presence in society. As we propose, social media are characterised by multi-sidedness, or by how they cater to multiple stakeholder groups, as much as by multi-layeredness, or
how they operate on multiple levels for these groups.11 Due to these distinctive characteristics,
social media platforms have extended far beyond their original boundaries and have become
embedded in other websites, apps, and societal domains.
The current stage in the evolution of social media has been theorised as an interplay
between processes of ‘platformisation’ of infrastructure and ‘infrastructuralisation’ of platforms,12 which further stresses the need to take the multiple sides and layers of social media
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platforms into account. This also suggests that social media platforms are inherently distinct
from websites in general, even if most of them are web-based platforms. Accordingly, there is
an urgent need for methodological reflections on writing the histories of social media platforms
in ways that acknowledge the evolving nature of social media as platforms and thereby complement existing web and website historiography.13 As we demonstrate, the multiple sides and
layers of social media platforms provide many new and relevant entry points that represent
significant research opportunities for web history and historical platform studies.
Building on existing reflections on web historiography and digital platforms,14 we discuss
the methodological opportunities and challenges of social media ‘platform’ historiography. In
developing this methodological outlook, we focus on the distinctive characteristics of social
media as platforms and discuss their consequences and opportunities for web and platform
historians. We encourage explorations of, and methodological reflections on, the many available
yet underutilised archived web sources and their historiographical value. Platform historiography, like historiography in general, foregrounds the methodological considerations and reflections associated with the use of multiple sources to interpret platforms’ pasts. Although
large-scale web archiving initiatives such as the Internet Archive have existed since the mid1990s, before the rise of social media, most web archives remain largely unknown and underused as a primary source for researchers.15 We, therefore, explore the value and utility of
numerous archived web sources as entry points for social media platform historiography.
However, to trace the emergence and evolution of social media platforms, historians need to
first ‘reconstruct’ and piece together the platform as an object of study using the archived
material traces,16 including the reconstruction of their multiple user groups and structural
embeddings.
In what follows, we first discuss the specific issues and challenges of social media archiving
and web historiography in general based on our review of the literature. Next, we discuss the
materiality of social media ‘platforms’ and take stock of the material traces left behind. We also
detail a method to examine the availability of these materials in the leading international web
archives to derive platform histories. Then, we explore two sets of entry points for ‘platform’
historiography: first, from the perspective of developers; second, from the perspective of businesses and business developers. In both cases, we discuss significant research opportunities
and reflect on the afforded histories. We conclude this article with historiographical reflections
and recommendations for future platform historiography.

Social Media and the Archived Web
The histories of social media that have been written previously and that can be written in the
future are tightly connected to the sources that have been archived, how they have been archived,
for which purposes, and how they have been made available to researchers.17 A core challenge
of web archiving, Brügger contends, is that the archived website as an object of historical study
is formed in the archiving process and is a reconstruction, and not a representation, of its
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original manifestation online.18 Therefore, web archiving strategies determine the affordances
for present and future historical research.19 Consequently, web archives come with particular
‘research affordances’ for conducting historical platform studies as they enable distinct modes
of research.20 In this section, we discuss the specific issues and challenges of social media
archiving and their implications for platform historiography based on our review of the
literature.

Issues and Challenges of Social Media Archiving
Social media archiving is often understood as an extension of ‘traditional’ web archiving.21 Web
archiving is conducted in different ways, including capturing screenshots and recordings,
downloading specific web pages, crawling websites, and collecting web data via application programming interfaces (APIs), each coming with its own specific challenges and limitations.22
Traditionally, web archiving has employed web crawlers – automated agents that systematically
crawl, request, and retrieve collections of websites or web pages by following their hyperlinks,
which are then made available in a web archive. Such web crawlers face challenges since some
websites are not created in an ‘archive-friendly’ way because they contain dynamic content or
streaming media, are password-protected or database-driven, or block access to web crawlers.23
Built on top of the open web, social media have inherited and intensified some of these challenges as their end-user interfaces and content have become increasingly dynamic and personalised. User content and data are stored in platform databases, which require users and crawlers
alike to log in, and most popular social networks actively block web crawlers from accessing
their sites.24 Additionally, the volume and velocity of social media content generation and the
distributed nature of social media platforms pose severe archival challenges.25 Therefore, while
it is technically feasible to archive social media like other kinds of websites using web crawlers,
Thomson contends that ‘the networked infrastructure of social media pages, as well as the
underlying database systems that store user data, differentiate social media substantially from
the traditional World Wide Web’, thereby foregrounding the unique properties and archiving
challenges of social media platforms.26
Thomson further argues that platforms are distinct from other websites as they provide
‘large quantities of machine-readable data’, which requires researchers to come up with new
approaches to capture these data.27 API-based archiving is more attuned to the architectures of
social media platforms and enables such programmatic retrieval of structured data forms
directly from social media’s underlying databases. As a result, while web crawling remains a
popular approach to web archiving, social media archiving typically employs APIs to retrieve
and archive data, when these interfaces are available.28 Thus, the source for traditional web
archiving is the website, whereas the source for social media archiving is the API. However,
API-based archiving comes with its own challenges as platforms determine and govern which
data are available, at which access rate, and at which price point.29 In this sense, the turn to ‘APIbased research’ in contemporary social media research has been replicated in social media
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archiving and has inherited the consequences of the increasing research limitations on APIs.30
But even more fundamentally, by conceiving of platforms as databases, API-based archiving
privileges data-driven and interaction-oriented forms of historical research in the terms specified by the platform itself, including histories of public user profiles, pages and groups, and
specific hashtags. Moreover, by extracting data directly from databases, the content and interactions in question are detached from their original contexts, including the end-user interface and
third-party clients.31 Finally, these data only provide a partial view of the platform, and its operations as platforms are more than their data.
Table A-1 (see Appendix) summarises the main issues of social media archiving, their associated challenges, and the kinds of histories that are privileged, which inform our proposed
entry points for historical platform studies.

Multi-Sided and Multi-Layered Histories
Despite the challenges of social media archiving, there are also ample opportunities for platform historiography, which we derive from various available, yet underutilised, archived web
sources. Building on insights from a decade of interdisciplinary research on digital platforms,32
social media’s use cultures are, on the one hand, distributed across the multiple sides of platforms (multi-sidedness), and on the other hand, manifested across the different architectural
levels of platforms (multi-layeredness). As multi-sided platforms, social media offer technologies, products, and services that create value by mediating the interactions between different
user groups (‘sides’).33 The leading social media platforms are inhabited by multiple user groups,
including end users (‘consumers’), businesses, advertisers and marketers, developers, media
and publishers, content creators, politicians and governments, investors, non-profits, and more.
These user groups are offered distinct user interfaces, information, and other resources, and
each reveals different aspects of a platform’s history. As such, a multi-sided perspective on platforms moves beyond the study of end users, user-generated content, and user interactions as
the dominant analytical focus of historical social media studies. Instead, it foregrounds the
other user groups that play an important role on the platform and influence platform
evolution.34
Additionally, we should consider how platforms operate on different levels. There have
been several proposals for multi-layered approaches to web history in general. Brügger has distinguished five interrelated analytical web strata: web elements, web pages, websites, web
spheres, and the web as a whole.35 As Brügger details, it is possible to analyse one or multiple
strata, either in visible (e.g. rendered website) or invisible form (e.g. source code, web infrastructure).36 Such a focus enables histories that move beyond the front-end of the web
(e.g. presentation, interaction, use) to also include the back-end (e.g. data, infrastructure, hardware). Correspondingly, Paloque-Berges has suggested a (infra)structural approach to internet
history by considering the formats, codes, and infrastructural aspects of Usenet newsgroup
messages instead of their content.37 We contend that social media platforms can also be
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analysed at different levels to foreground anything from their technical standards to their data,
databases, architectures, infrastructures, markets, and the app ecosystems that emerge around
them, highlighting how platforms operate on different levels of scale. We argue that multi-sided
and multi-layered analyses of platforms are of critical importance to derive situated accounts of
the political economy of platforms and their operations.38
The multi-sidedness and multi-layeredness of platforms suggest that there are many kinds
of histories, about different aspects of platforms, that have yet to be written. Therefore, we propose platform historiography as a form of web historiography that seriously accounts for the
characteristics of platforms to consider how social media have emerged and operated as platforms in the past, and how their platformness may have changed over the years. Such histories
can account for the evolving nature and relations between social media and the stakeholder
groups they have accommodated and thwarted.

The Materiality of ‘Platforms’
In this section, we introduce a material perspective on social media as platforms that leave various material traces behind. Many of these materials have been preserved in web archives and
offer unique research opportunities for platform historiography. We also detail a method to
examine the availability of these archived sources before discussing some of the research opportunities they provide.

Material Circumstances and Traces
In his call for historical software studies, Kirschenbaum outlines that the material circumstances of software – including software platforms such as social media – leave material traces
that we may use to recover their histories.39 While these traces are sometimes lost, they are
mostly just underutilised and forgotten. Therefore, Kirschenbaum argues that one task of
researchers is the fashioning of ‘documentary methods’ for recognising and recovering the
material traces of software.40 The main challenge is finding the materials that can be used to
understand the evolutionary processes of social media in the first place.41 Fortunately, social
media, as digital platforms and as (publicly traded) companies, routinely leave such material
traces behind in their operations, revealing aspects of their production, performance, embedding, reception, and business goals amongst others. These traces include APIs, software development kits (SDKs), developer pages, reference documentation, changelogs, version histories,
app development guides, best practices, debugging tools, and ad targeting fields and parameters. They also include business product pages, ad management and insights tools, webinars,
partner programmes and directories, certifications and awards, training courses and learning
resources, app review guidelines, and help centres. Finally, they include blog archives, technical
reports, research publications, patent applications, developer conferences and meetings, partner summits, earnings releases, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings, court
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documents and filings, GitHub repositories, Twitter posts, public statements, and technology
blogs. Platforms provide these diverse materials to their user groups on different public pages
and subdomains, such as developer and business subdomains. Thus, while social media content and use pose severe archiving challenges, we contend that many of these material traces are
in fact archived and awaiting scholarly use.
A subset of these materials are of particular interest for platform historiography. In the field of
information systems, the concept of ‘platform boundary resources’ describes the subset of materials
that support, govern, and control third-party development.42 Dal Bianco et al. distinguish two kinds
of platform boundary resources (PBRs): ‘technical PBRs’, which expose and extend a platform’s
architecture to enable developers to build apps and services on top of platforms, and ‘social PBRs’,
which serve to transfer knowledge about and coordinate this app development.43 In a broader sense,
PBRs serve as interfaces that mediate the technical and social relationships between platforms and
third parties. For us, the concept provides a framework to determine how user groups other than end
users become part of a platform in the first place and to understand the conditions and dynamics of
a platform’s expansion and embedding into other domains.44 Therefore, these technical boundary
resources serve as a particularly relevant entry point to determine a platform’s users and to indicate
how it operates on multiple levels.
Unlike a platform’s sides, which can be determined from the names and structure of a
platform’s boundary resources (e.g. ‘for Developers’, ‘for Business’), its layers cannot always be
elicited directly from the platform’s materials. For this purpose, we draw on existing concepts
and frameworks developed in the same field (i.e. information systems) to conceive the multiple
layers of digital platforms from a technical as well as socio-technical perspective.45 From a technical perspective, ‘platforms’ are the extensible codebases of software-based systems that provide core functionality to a set of interoperable ‘modules’. These ‘modules’ are add-ons that
connect to a platform and add functionality, such as specific tools and third-party apps. The
‘ecosystem’ is the entire set of modules related to the platform, and the ‘architecture’ is the
design or conceptual blueprint of the ecosystem that describes the relations between a platform
and its connected apps and services. Finally, ‘interfaces’ are the specifications and rules of interaction and exchange between platforms and modules, such as for data access and user interaction. Yet, as we argue in the following sections, these concepts are both technical and social as
there are socio-technical processes and organisational structures associated with them. When
platforms attract business developers to build complimentary apps and services, they form a
technical ecosystem of connected apps and an organisational ecosystem of connected
organisations.46

Source Availability in Web Archives
In Table A-2, the key user groups of the twenty most popular social media platforms worldwide are listed.47 We took inventory of the main materials provided to these groups and considered the many kinds of histories afforded by these materials, only some of which we
elaborate on within this article. Platform historians can use any (combination) of these
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materials to write histories about specific aspects of platforms, provided that the relevant
materials are preserved.
To determine whether or not these materials are preserved, and where to locate them, we
conducted an exploratory analysis of the availability and accessibility of relevant archived web
sources. We first collected the URLs pointing to a sample of relevant resources for each specific
user group (e.g. facebook.com, developers.facebook.com, facebook.com/business, investor.
fb.com). We then used the Memento Time Travel service to check the availability of each URL
in our corpus against a list of international web archives that support the Memento protocol.48
This protocol ‘is the first web archiving API, enabling aggregation of access to disparate web
archives.’49 The service returns a structured list of available ‘Mementos’, an archived version of
an original resource, for all archives that actually hold the URL.50 To programmatically retrieve
the availability of all URLs in our corpus, we employed the open source tool MemGator.51
We analysed the source availability along three criteria or dimensions: the volume of availability (the total number of Mementos held), the depth of availability (the number of days,
months, or years between the first and last Mementos), and the breadth of availability (the
number of archives holding Mementos). The first two criteria determine the amount of available material and the possible granularity or resolution of historical analysis. The third criterion, critically, enables researchers to triangulate historical sources and ‘reconstruct’ past states
of platforms when certain pieces are missing, for example. Figure 1 presents an overview of the
source availability for social media platforms overall (cumulative, 1a) as well as for specific user
groups (small multiples, 1b). Each scatter point in the diagram represents one source type, and
the larger the point, the larger its volume of availability. Sources positioned closer to the right
have been archived more widely, and sources closer to the top have been archived for longer
time periods.
Although all of the leading social media platforms are archived on multiple ‘sides’ and contain archived materials for their different user groups, we found significant differences in terms
of their presence in web archives. First, some archives are more suitable for platform historiography than others due to their social media archiving strategies, including source selection and
crawler depth. The Internet Archive Wayback Machine is by far the most inclusive web archive
(holding 64.70% of all captures; 5.89% uniques), followed by Archive-It, Bibliotheca Alexandrina
Web Archive, Stanford Web Archive, archive.today, UK Web Archive, Icelandic Web Archive,
Arquivo.pt, Library of Congress, Canadian Archive, and perma.cc. For reconstruction purposes,
however, every capture counts, and roughly two-thirds of the archives hold relevant sources
from our corpus. Second, some social media platforms are more comprehensively archived
than others, which means that not all of them are equally suitable for historical platform studies. While some platforms certainly resist archiving more than others, their limited availability
is primarily due to a lack of archiving inclusion rather than of resistance, especially in the case
of non-Western platforms. Overall, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, Reddit, and Instagram
are the most suitable for historical platform research, since they are most broadly archived on
average. The Chinese Douyin (Tik Tok) and WeChat are the least suitable in terms of overall
source availability (less than 5,000 captures). Finally, some aspects (and by implication, user
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Figure 1a. Availability of archived web sources (N = 110 URLs) in Memento-compatible web archives (N = 21):
cumulative. X-axis: breadth of availability (no. of archives); Y-axis: depth of availability (no. of days); size: by
no. of Mementos held; colour-coding: by platform owner (brand colour).
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Figure 1b. Availability of archived web sources (N = 110 URLs) in Memento-compatible web archives (N = 21): by
user group (1b). X-axis: breadth of availability (no. of archives); Y-axis: depth of availability (no. of days); size:
by no. of Mementos held; colour-coding: by platform owner (brand colour).

groups or ‘sides’) of social media platforms are better represented in these web archives than
others. Resources for end users are by far the best represented (92.75% of all captures) because
they are hosted on the main domains (e.g. facebook.com), followed by resources for developers
and business.
In the following sections, we discuss two sets of entry points for ‘platform’ historiography
based on the available archived web sources: first, from the perspective of developers; second,
from the perspectives of businesses and developers. Sources for both sides are very well-archived
in web archives. To illustrate this, we draw on examples and case studies from our own previous
(collaborative) historical research on Facebook and Twitter, which demonstrated the value of the
proposed entry points and available archived web sources.
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Entry Points for Developer-Side Histories
As we have noted, there are many research opportunities for platform historiography, depending on the researcher’s entry point to a platform.52 The first set of entry points that we discuss
originates from social media platforms’ resources for developer users. These include a platform’s technical and social boundary resources, such as APIs and reference documentation,
and other materials (Table A-2). These materials afford a wide range of platform histories,
including histories of API-based data sharing, data strategy and interoperability, programmability, data-structuring practices and techniques, platform governance and control, and platformdeveloper relations more generally. We focus our discussion of research opportunities on the
levels of architecture, interface, module, and standard.

Architecture-Level Histories
On the level of platform architecture, we can take stock of the breadth of official and unofficial
APIs and SDKs as documented on developer pages. Most social media platforms provide a set
of core platform APIs and SDKs that expose a platform’s design and which can be used to interact with the platform and retrieve data (e.g. Facebook ‘Graph API’, Twitter ‘Search API’). These
core elements are usually versioned and remain available and unchanged for longer periods of
time, while extended APIs and SDKs are subject to more rapid changes and can expire much
sooner. As we previously demonstrated, by tracing platforms’ core and extended elements, we
gain insights into which elements platforms consider key aspects of their programmability as
well as the pace of their development.53 Specific APIs and SDKs and their documentation are
commonly packaged into ‘developer products’, which foreground the use of specific data and
functionality to developers (e.g. Facebook ‘Pages API’ and ‘Live Video API’). These materials
provide insights into when and how platforms turn towards new markets such as advertising,
mobile, virtual reality, gaming, video, automated messaging, and artificial intelligence, which
provide the necessary means to historicise the dominant market positions of platforms and
their infrastructural presence in these different domains. Furthermore, SDKs can show which
application development practices for specific platforms or software packages have been supported over time, such as Nokia, Blackberry, Android, and iOS (mobile platforms), PHP and
JavaScript (programming languages), and Unity (game engine). Additional developer sources
such as platform policies and app review requirements can be used to trace the evolving conditions for app development and the terms of use for APIs and SDKs, enabling histories of how
platforms govern their developer communities.54
We can also trace the evolution of each API and SDK as they were launched, changed, and
deprecated. In our previous research on Facebook, the volume and depth of the archived sources
enabled us to trace how and when the platform expanded from a social networking site into a
development platform and then into an expansive advertising and marketing development platform. We documented the platform’s incremental changes and observed how Facebook’s business platform arose from its development platform within a short period of time and how it
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advanced its advertising and marketing technology tools and products with the help of its partners.55 To further contextualise a platform’s motivations and strategies behind particular technical and business developments, we can complement the use of developer pages and reference
documentation with blog posts and archives, press releases, and annual reports.
Moreover, we can use these materials to examine how the contemporary infrastructural
presence of social media platforms has evolved. Platforms regularly launch new features, products, and services, change and deprecate existing ones, and eventually remove them. Most platforms document versioned changes to their core elements in ‘changelog’ archives, including
breaking changes that may affect the functioning of services and apps built on top of platforms
if developers do not implement announced changes. Due to such changes, social media platforms and their extended infrastructural presence can become ‘legacy systems’ – or systems of
the past that still exist or partially operate in un-updated apps and services. Therefore, this perspective foregrounds a platform’s continued efforts and practices of maintenance and repair to
provide insights into the legacies of past states of social media and their use cultures.
Tracing the evolution of specific APIs and SDKs further affords histories of a platform’s
changing programmability, which remains an essential characteristic of platforms as extensible
codebases. Programmability is what enables a platform to be extended and embedded into other
domains. As such, we have traced how the conditions for platform extensions and embeddings
have changed.56 Additionally, we can determine a platform’s level of support – or the lack
thereof – for developing with certain programming languages and in specific areas like artificial
intelligence and machine learning. Beyond histories of specific computational objects and
architectures, these materials enable us to trace processes of platformisation and infrastructuralisation.57 That is, we can observe how changes related to programmability – as an essential
characteristic of platforms – in turn change the nature and roles of social media platforms.

Interface, Module, and Standard-Level Histories
On the level of APIs as a specific type of interface between platforms and developers, we can
trace their evolving specifications using API reference documentation. This documentation
describes individual objects (e.g. a user, photo, or comment), the relations between them, the
available data fields and parameters for each object (e.g. a user’s birthday or hometown), and
how to access each object using API endpoints. These details mark the technical conditions for
programmatic data access, data exchange, and interaction with a platform. Moreover, since the
reference documentation describes a platform’s available objects, relations, and fields, we can
employ these materials to write histories of a platform’s changing data strategies, as demonstrated by media scholars.58 We can use them to reconstruct the interplay between recent data
scandals around social media and the changes made to their APIs and development platforms.
More generally, we can examine how platforms have changed their data governance strategies
in response to issues of data abuse (e.g. Cambridge Analytics), evolving legal and policy requirements (e.g. GDPR, CCPR), and data-based revenue models (e.g. API data access tiers).
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For example, changing revenue models led Twitter to introduce premium and enterprise-level
APIs, which turned historical access to Twitter data into a paid-for service. The new APIs target
businesses who use historical data for social media-based prediction. While a seven-day ‘look
back window’ is still free, anything else comes at a premium, thus resulting in ‘premium
histories’.
On the level of platform modules, we can trace how platforms allow themselves to be
embedded in external websites and apps through various widgets, social plugins, and web
‘embeds’. Developers can use these resources to implement platform data functionality into
their own websites and apps, enabling users to authenticate and log into an app, import personal details and settings, and to like, share, and save content to a platform. By tracing how
these popular modules have evolved, we can examine their roles in longer-term processes such
as the platformisation of the web and mobile ecosystem.59
On the level of protocols and standards, which tie in with platform architecture, we can
trace the protocols and standards launched by leading platforms over the past decades. In the
case of Facebook, we traced four standards development efforts in an exploratory case study. We
noted a gradual change from platform-specific protocols and standards, such as Facebook Query
Language (FQL) and Facebook Markup Language (FBML), which had both been derived from
open web standards (i.e. SQL, HTML), to the introduction of industry-wide protocols and standards that extend beyond Facebook, such as its Open Graph protocol and GraphQL, a new query
language for APIs. These efforts tell two interrelated stories about the platform’s evolution:
about its growth as a development and business platform and about its crucial pivot from webbased to web-and-app-based development.
In particular, in our exploratory case study we noted that since Facebook introduced the
idea of a social graph to map the relations between users in their database, its standards development efforts have become increasingly graph-based with the introduction of the Graph API,
the Open Graph protocol, GraphQL, and Graph Academy. These technical developments reflect
Facebook’s vision to model the world in graphs: ‘It’s Graphs All the Way Down’. As others have
noted, such data-structuring practices impact how information is structured and organised to
become ‘algorithmically recognisable’ and ‘platform ready’.60 For example, FQL and GraphQL
handle data transactions differently due to their unique architectural styles: GraphQL not only
offers a more computationally efficient data-fetching method, but also represents a richer sociological model of a data structure centred around (social) graphs. That is, the new data model
reflects both technological as well as business needs.61 As such, it demonstrates how we can
trace changes in specifications of protocols and standards to characterise the applications and
logics of data models and data ontologies, which relate to issues of data justice.62 Complementary
sources such as open source software repositories, research publications, and technical reports
may provide further insights into the design rationales of these architecture styles and
standards.63
In conclusion, the developer pages, and especially reference documentation, provide significant research opportunities for historical platform studies from a technical perspective and
beyond, as they provide important entry points to examine concerns around data privacy and
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data justice. Additionally, they highlight the interplay between the multiple sides and layers of
platforms, providing insights into their operative scales and scopes: from the level of data types
and formats to API specifications and design rules to architecture design to the technical conditions of large-scale platform ecosystems that have been gradually woven into the technical fabric
of the web and mobile ecosystem through APIs and SDKs and their modules.

Entry Points for Business-Side Histories
The second set of entry points originates from social media platform’s resources for businesses
and business developers. Their resources include business and advertising tools, products, and
services, news and help pages, advertising and marketing APIs and their reference documentation, training courses, and partner pages (Table A-2). These materials similarly afford a wide
range of platform histories, including histories of specific tools and products, ads and targeting
audiences, platform growth and market embeddings, and platform-business relations more
generally. Here, we focus on the levels of architecture, interface, ecosystem, and module.

Product Architecture-Level Histories
From the perspective of product architecture, we can trace how a platform’s business tools, products,
and services have evolved, as well as social media-based business more generally. At first, platforms’
business pages generally provided basic information about a platform’s value and contained best
practices, guides, and case studies (see Figure 2), followed by offering advertising and analytics tools,
broader suites of marketing tools and products, and finally technical specifications related to APIbased marketing products to enable large programmatic ad campaigns. By tracing the evolution of
core platform business tools and products in our previous work, we examined how different social
media-based business practices have evolved and how social data turned into a dominant revenue
model for platforms.64 In particular, core tools and products can provide insights into the evolution
of the perceived value and utility of social media for businesses and of social data.
Since advertising is the main revenue source for leading social media platforms, the specifications of their ad formats are relevant too. Using business pages, we can determine supported ad formats, measurements, and audience targeting capabilities as they have evolved.
Such accounts can contribute to political economic histories of online advertising.65 We can
trace how Twitter and Facebook’s advertising products initially revolved around basic platform
components, such as promoted accounts, tweets, trends, pages, and sponsored groups and how
they evolved into more complex products around GIFs, video, live video, mobile apps, while also
introducing new platform-specific content formats, such as Facebook ‘Stories Ads’, Twitter
‘Conversational Ads’, and Snapchat ‘Sponsored Lens’. Accordingly, evolving ad formats reflect
the specific kinds of content and practices supported by platforms.
Furthermore, some platforms have evolved into full-fledged, market-leading ad business
platforms. For example, Facebook and Twitter were both key drivers behind the rise and
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Figure 2. Screen capture of business.twitter.com (October 2, 2010). Source: Internet Archive Wayback Machine.

legitimation of social and mobile advertising and marketing, which have become increasingly
data-driven and automated over the past decade. At the same time, Instagram and Snapchat
drove influencer marketing. By now, social media’s advertising and marketing technologies are
no longer confined to their platforms, with rapid expansion and consolidation into a worldwide
technology infrastructure that supports targeting people both on and off their platforms.66 We
can trace the emergence of Facebook’s Audience Network for targeting people on third-party
websites and apps using Facebook data or Twitter’s MoPub, which has become a key mobile
advertising platform that connects buyers and sellers of mobile ads. Using their documentation,
we can examine how they have become connected to the larger marketing and advertising ecosystem, who they are connected with (to examine their overall reach), and what their targeting
capabilities are outside of their own platforms. In short, by tracing the evolution of these products and their materials, we have previously demonstrated how they can be used to reconstruct
both platform-specific and industry-wide advertising practices and developments.67

Interface-Levels Histories
From the perspective of the interface, we can trace the evolving structure and specifications of
business and advertising-related interfaces.68 Most social media platforms offer two kinds of
interfaces to their business and advertising users: the self-service tools aimed at small and
medium-sized businesses (SMBs) and the APIs aimed at large agencies and software companies for running multiple big ad campaigns. The self-service advertising tools allow users to
create and run ad campaigns and track their performance. Users can create an audience, choose
where to run the ads, set a budget, and pick an ad format. Audiences can be specified in different ways, such as by age, location, device, gender, demographics, interests, behaviours, or by
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uploading their own customer information such as email addresses or phone numbers. Since
all of these options and settings are documented in detail on business product and help pages,
we can trace the evolution of social advertising and targeting capabilities available to small business users. The Yugoslavian-based research and data investigation lab SHARE LAB previously
mapped the targeting options and techniques available to Facebook advertisers and visualised
the data fields underpinning the platform’s complex profiling and targeting processes.69
Repeating such studies over time would provide further insights into how these processes have
evolved.
We can also trace evolving specifications of business APIs and SDKs that allow businesses
to programmatically create and manage large-scale ad campaigns from within their own software systems. Such integrations have enabled the rise of massive, interconnected digital advertising infrastructures. These programmatic interfaces are similar to the self-serving interfaces
for creating, running, and managing ads but are aimed at business developers to automate and
scale these processes. We can zoom into individual advertising and marketing APIs to examine
evolving options and data fields for building and targeting audiences and bidding strategies.
Because social media platforms have collected large amounts of data about their users, they can
target very specific audiences. However, since audience segmentation is largely an automated
process, this has controversially led to automatically generated targeting categories such as ‘jew
haters’ and people ‘interested in Nazis’.70 Additionally, large platforms have often partnered with
third-party data providers to expand their targeting capabilities by offering ‘partner categories’ to
target specific audiences, such as ‘homeowners’ or ‘car buyers’. In response to ad targeting
misuse and privacy concerns, some platforms have terminated such audience data partnerships
and have eliminated specific audiences from their audience segmentation, including more than
5,000 in the case of Facebook alone.71 Using archived business developer pages, we previously
traced the dynamics of the removal of specific audience targeting fields, including the ‘ethnic_
affinity’ and ‘interested_in’ fields in Facebook’s Marketing API (see Figure 3), which were both
disabled due to algorithmic discrimination concerns. Additionally, we can consult complementary sources such as research publications, technical reports, and public patent applications to
examine the technical specifications and implementations of algorithmic classification techniques.72 For example, a patent assigned to Facebook describes a technique ‘to predict the socioeconomic group of users’.73 We can use such materials to trace the evolving techniques and
practices of classification at the level of the interface. Drawing on existing social and critical
theory, this enables us to expand our knowledge about how such classification practices become
encoded in databases and data fields, as well as the consequences of classification.74

Platform Architecture, Ecosystem, and Module-Level Histories
From the perspective of platform architecture, we can take stock of the APIs and SDKs that
are aimed specifically at business developers, providing insights into core business tools and
products. In our previous research on Facebook’s APIs, we found that these are increasingly
geared towards the management of programmatic ad campaigns (e.g. Facebook’s ‘Business
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Figure 3. Screen capture of Facebook Marketing API audience targeting specifications at developers.facebook.com/
docs/marketing-api/targeting-specs/ (February 25, 2017), including the ‘ethnic_affinity’ field (now disabled).
Source: Internet Archive Wayback Machine.

Manager API’, ‘Pages API’, ‘Marketing API’). Although access to some of these resources
requires approved businesses, we can nonetheless employ their publicly accessible documentation to inventory these tools and products as they evolved. Moreover, we can examine how these
tools and products are integrated with the platform’s overall architecture. In recent years,
Facebook has consolidated its disparate resources – including the Marketing APIs, Instagram
API, and Messenger Platform – into a single unified Graph API. This streamlining connects the
platform’s different products at their core, thereby facilitating cross-product interactions, such
as targeting Facebook users on Instagram and Messenger.75
From the perspectives of platform and business ecosystems, we previously traced how
social media platforms engage in partnerships with other business users.76 Platforms’ key business products such as advertising and marketing APIs are typically restricted to a select group
of certified marketing partners. These official partners help other business users with their
advertising and marketing needs by providing additional tools and services that are built on top
of social media platforms. They represent a worldwide community of influential firms and
organisations – many of them are Fortune 500 holding giants – and cover industries around the
world including financial services, retail and e-commerce, gaming, telecommunications, technology, automotive, and restaurants. These partners have been crucial in embedding social
media in these industries and the digital marketing industry at large, which has accelerated
their growth and influence to power. In our previous work, we demonstrated the value of these
archived partner materials to trace the evolution of specific business partnerships, their details,
the solutions offered by partners, the rise and fall of partnerships, and evolving partner communities.77 Thus, we can employ these materials to examine the interplay between processes of
platformisation and infrastructuralisation to examine a platform’s expansion and embedding
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into other domains and environments (e.g. organisations, markets, industries, jurisdictions)
through API-based software integrations and business partnerships.78 As such, these materials
can reveal how technical and organisational ecosystems emerge around platforms. Tracing
these developments provides insights into the evolving nature of the digital marketing and data
economy more generally.
From the perspective of platform modules, we can trace core business products such as
analytics tools. These include tracking technologies such as Facebook Pixel or Twitter Pixel,
which business users can implement into their websites to collect data for their ad campaigns.
These technologies are usually integrated with other tools and products to enable business
users to measure, optimise, and retarget ads across the platform’s properties, as well as their
own websites and even external websites and apps.
In conclusion, business pages and business developer pages similarly provide significant
research opportunities for historical platform studies with insights into the technical, social,
commercial, and organisational dimensions of a platform’s infrastructural presence in society.
As such, these examples further stress the need to consider the multiple sides and layers of
platforms.

Conclusion: The Future of Platform Historiography
We proposed a methodological outlook for historical platform studies based on prior research
that demonstrated the value of archived web sources. Building on recent theoretical reflections
on web historiography and digital platforms,79 we discussed the methodological opportunities
and challenges of social media ‘platform’ historiography. As we have argued, there are many relevant entry points and significant research opportunities for platform historiography. These
entry points – and the unique materials they offer on their multiple sides and layers – provide
insights into the histories of social media as platforms, their evolving users and uses, platform
architectures, data strategies, embeddedness in other domains, infrastructural presence, and
even industry-wide practices and trends. In particular, these critical histories can contextualise
the international media coverage and criticism of social media related to surveillance, data
breaches, data and privacy scandals, third-party app development, media manipulation, political
advertising and targeting, automation and bots, and more.
Social networking, and in particular the platform model, has gained a dominant presence
since the mid-2000s, accruing billions of end users and millions of developers, advertisers, and
businesses worldwide. In less than two decades, social media has become an integral part of
social, cultural, and economic life. Although it is important and necessary to understand the
historical impact of social media in terms of cultural memory and digital heritage by focusing
on end users (e.g. user-generated content, user interactions), this is not sufficient to capture the
infrastructural presence and impact of social media on past, present, and future societies (e.g.
technological and business impact, datafication, surveillance, privacy practices). By shifting the
focus from end users to platforms’ multiple user groups, we are able to study the platform not
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only as a social network but also as a technical artefact and business organisation.80 In Table A-2,
we have outlined the many kinds of platform histories such a focus affords.
Core to our proposal for platform historiography is our call to web and platform historians
as well as to archiving practitioners to foreground the unique characteristics of social media as
digital platforms that actively mediate interactions between different user groups, rather than
considering them as mere social networking or user-generated content services. In particular,
foregrounding the multiple sides and layers of platforms is crucial to understand their present
operational scale and scope as well as their infrastructural presence and their influence and
power in various domains. Thus, through this article, we hope to increase the prominence of
platform historiography in the field as well as the practice of web history and archiving.
Platform historiography, perhaps more than web historiography in general, requires its
object of study to be ‘reconstructed’ by the historian. This is because platforms are distributed
entities with multiple sides and layers that cannot be preserved in their entirety or original
form. As such, both a platform’s multi-sidedness and multi-layeredness must be reconstituted.
Yet, as Bruns and Weller have argued, a main challenge for platform history is to find the right
materials.81 Consequently, social media history and archiving have typically been discussed in
terms of their specific issues and challenges as opposed to their research affordances. Here, we
introduced a material perspective on social media as ‘platforms’ to illustrate how they inevitably
leave behind a variety of material traces – as digital platforms and as companies – that should
be of interest to current and future platform historians.
In our exploration of entry points for platform historiography, we uncovered many underutilised archived web sources that have been preserved despite the challenges of social media
archiving. We found that most of the leading social media platforms are very well archived
beyond their end-user sides, although we noted significant differences in the volume, breadth,
and depth of source availability in web archives. In particular, some web archives, social media
platforms, and user groups are much better suited for historical platform studies than others
due to their archiving, or lack thereof. Therefore, we recommend web archiving practitioners to
not only archive the ‘front pages’ of social media and end-users’ content but also the full breadth
of platform-related subdomains and pages, including those that accommodate other user
groups. Our inventory in Table A-2 could serve as a starting point for their crawlers.
The historiographical contributions of this article relate to three main fields of study. First,
to the broader field of historical social media and platform studies, we offer a methodological
outlook and entry points for developing historical studies of social media platforms with a variety of archived web sources. Our proposal to move beyond platform end-user and content histories, enabled by ‘API-based research’, has become increasingly relevant with growing restrictions
on API access for researchers, raising the need to explore new sources and approaches that may
be closer to digital fieldwork.82 Our exploration of two sets of entry points demonstrates the
platform histories that await to be written with readily available sources. We encourage platform
scholars and historians to further explore these – and uncover other – relevant entry points that
we scouted and to develop case studies to further advance platform historiography. Additionally,
we provide an exploratory approach to systematically retrieve the availability of such sources
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across international web archives. This enables web and platform historians to ‘triangulate’ and
verify specific sources or source sets and to ‘reconstruct’ past states of platforms.83 At the same
time, it enables archiving practitioners to assess source redundancy, or the existence of additional source copies available from other web archives, as well as to identify and prevent gaps or
absences in these archives. Our outlook on ‘platform’ historiography could also extend beyond
social media platforms alone. The web-based software platform is a prolific software form that
can be found across various digital industries. These other kinds of digital platforms, which are
generally less well-known and not part of academic debates in platform studies, include anything from demand-side and supply-side advertising platforms, data management platforms,
customer data platforms, marketing clouds, analytics and engagement platforms, and more.
Future ecosystem-level histories could focus on this entire ecosystem of connective platforms
beyond social media platforms.84
Second, we offer contributions to the field and practice of web history, and especially web
historiography. In contrast to website historiography, which has largely focused on the media
content and networked structure of websites and pages,85 platform historiography focuses on
the multiple sides and layers of web-based platforms, which come with their own empirical
historical opportunities. As we detailed elsewhere, the available archived web sources allow us
to reconstruct the minute, incremental evolutionary trajectories of platforms in great detail as
opposed to only in broad strokes.86 Overall, the granularity of archived web sources is sufficient
to operationalise empirical histories of platforms’ evolutionary trajectories and dynamics.
Moreover, we encourage web and platform historians to further explore the theoretical and practical implications of the differences between web and platform history and to develop comparative historical platform studies.
Finally, our contribution offers lessons for historical app studies. Nearly all of the most
popular social networks allow third parties to develop apps and integrations on top of their platforms. These apps are modules that have been built with platform boundary resources to interact or exchange data with platforms. In short, these apps sit on top of the platform architecture.
However, in some cases, the social networks themselves only exist – or exist primarily – as apps
and not as platforms, such as with Douyin (Tik Tok) and WeChat. Although app archiving and
app historiography come with their own specific issues and challenges87 – some of which we
argue are more aligned with software preservation and emulation challenges than with web
archiving and reconstruction challenges – our multi-sided and multi-layered methodological
outlook provides several unique entry points and opportunities for historical app studies.
Similar to digital platforms, apps have material circumstances that leave material traces that
could be of use to app historians. In other words, while these apps may not always be archived
or preserved, some of their material traces may still be archived and preserved in one or multiple web archives. These materials enable app historians to recount stories of the development
and functionality of apps or their data collection and sharing practices, for example. We, therefore, encourage web archiving practitioners and institutions to increase their focus on the systematic archiving of the breadth of materials of social media platforms and apps beyond their
front pages and user-generated content. In other words, they should focus their archiving efforts
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not only on user-generated content but also on the material traces of the medium, which then
let us reconstruct those media forms and understand them within their contexts. Our hope is
that this creates the conditions for reconstructing and writing histories of social media platforms and apps and for understanding their significance in the past, present, and future.
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Appendix
Table A-1. Issues and challenges of social media archiving.
challenges
Issues88
‘high-speed
general:
 
and
updating and APIs’ • database-driven
dynamic content (e.g.,
JavaScript)89
• customisation
 
and personalisation (e.g., personalised
content and interfaces)
API-related:
• data
  volume and velocity90
• presentism
 
due to content
and data recency biases91
• data
  access restrictions and
terms of service92
• data
  completeness,
reliability, and sampling93
• privacy
 
and ethical
concerns94

approaches (sample)
general:
• alternative
 
web crawling
technologies (e.g., Brozzler)
• de-personalised
 
(or
defaulted) archiver profiles
to enable web crawling
beyond logins (e.g., IA’s
Facebook user, Charlie
Archivist)
API-related:
• API-based
 
archiving95
• re-using
 
previously collected
data sets (often limited due
to data re-sharing restrictions), including donated
data sets (e.g., Library of
Congress Twitter Archive)
• collecting
 
data sets individually (often limited due to API
specifications and data
storage limitations)
• purchasing
 
data sets
commercially, either directly
or through resellers (often
limited due to pricing and
recency bias)

privileged histories (sample)
general:
• histories
 
of ‘empty
structures’96
API-related:
• (big)
 
data-driven histories
of user content and
interactions, public
figures, media events, and
large organisations (e.g.,
thematic collections of
public pages, groups,
hashtags, and user
profiles) and of selectively
tracked topics or
accounts97

‘inaccessibility’ and general:
general:
fenced off content
• robots.txt
 
exclusion
• subscription-based
 
solustandards
tions (e.g., Archive-It)
• private
 
user profiles, logins, • micro-archiving
 
(e.g.,
and password-protected
downloading personal
sites
content and data archives,
data access requests under
• API-related:
 
GDPR)98
• data
  access restrictions
• archiving
 
screen captures
(e.g., blocking)
and recordings
• creating
 
or purchasing data
sets commercially

general:
• histories
 
of selectively
tracked personal accounts
or topics and histories of
openly accessible or
published data99
• auto-biographical
 
histories
and ‘screencast
documentaries’100
• premium
 
histories with
paid-for content and data

‘integrated digital
media
environments’

general:
• histories
 
of relationship
networks (e.g., hyperlink
networks, ecosystem
evolution)

general:
• syndicated
 
and embedded
user content101

general:
• historical
 
source code
analysis102
• historical
 
partnership
analysis103
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Table A-2. User groups of social media platforms.
user group
end users

archived resources (sample)
• graphical
 
user interfaces and ‘empty’ frames
• sign
 
up and registration procedures
• about
 
and feature pages
• data
  and privacy policies
• terms
 
of service and use
• end-user
 
license agreements (EULA)
• account
 
security pages
• help
 
pages
• language
 
support

afforded histories (sample)
• self-description
 
histories104
• feature
 
and practice histories105
• ‘stakeholder
 
politics’ histories106
• revenue
 
model histories107
• data
  and privacy policy histories
• terms
 
of service and use histories108

developers

• tools
 
and product pages
• application
 
programming interfaces (APIs) and
endpoints
• software
 
development kits (SDKs)
• integrated
 
development environments (IDEs)
• software
 
and developer tools and frameworks
• guides
 
for app development, best practices, app review,
and privacy and consent
• online
 
training courses for developers
• developer
 
support, help pages, and frequently asked
questions (FAQs)
• API
  reference documentation, version histories, and
changelogs
• developer
 
news, blog posts, and blog archives
• open
 
source projects and code repositories
• programming,
 
query, and markup languages
• bug
  reports
• platform
 
status
• annual
 
developer conferences
•  developers community groups, meetups and local
developer communities
•  startup accelerator programmes
• platform
 
policies
• careers
 
• platform
 
and privacy policies
•  cookies
•  terms of service and use

• API-based
 
data sharing histories109
•  data strategy and ‘intraoperability’
histories110
•  ‘programmability’ and app development histories111
•  app ecosystem histories
•  tracking technology histories
•  standards and protocol histories
•  ‘datastructuring’ histories112
•  platform architecture design and
governance and control histories113
•  platform growth and embedding
histories114
•  platform status, maintenance, repair,
and ‘issue’ histories
•  platform and privacy policy
histories115

business

•
•
•
•
•
•

• tool
  and product histories
•  ad creation and targeting fields
histories
•  platform growth and embedding
histories116
•  revenue model histories117

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

  creation and management tools and interfaces
ad
tools
 
and product pages
business
 
news, blog pages, and archives
case
 
studies, success stories, and insights
guides
 
for marketers, creative tips, and inspiration
 advertising and marketing tools, products, and services
(e.g., ads and marketing APIs and SDKs)
 webinars and online training courses for digital buyers,
publishers, and marketers
 industry insights and reports and series
 insights newsletters
 business certification programmes
common
 
questions, advertiser help centres, and support
 privacy policies
 brand resources
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Table A-2. (Continued)
user group

archived resources (sample)

afforded histories (sample)

partners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• partnerships,
 
partner solutions, and
partner ecosystem histories118
• strategic
 
partnerships and strategic
growth histories
• platform
 
growth and embedding
histories119

creators

• creator
 
tools and products (e.g., for creating, managing,
and monetizing content and communities)
• webinars
 
and online training courses for creators
• guides
 
for content production and monetisation
• guides
 
for community building and fan engagement
•  copyright guidelines

• content
 
and media format histories
• content
 
and media monetisation
histories
• platform
 
and algorithm optimisation
strategy histories
• brand
 
histories

media and
publishers

• media
 
and publisher solutions and integrations
• media
 
and publisher partner programmes and
directories
• media
 
and publisher help centres and support
• guides
 
for content production and monetisation
• guides
 
for community building and fan engagement
•  press releases, news, blog posts, and archives
• analytics
 
and measurement tools
• webinars
 
and online training courses for producing and
discovering content and managing audiences

• content
 
and media format histories
• content
 
and media monetisation
histories
• platform
 
and algorithm optimisation
strategy histories
• brand
 
histories

investors

• company
 
information and company histories
• financial
 
information (e.g., quarterly earnings, annual
reports, US SEC filings; webcasts, balance sheets, income
statements, earnings call transcripts and slides)
• stock
 
information
• education
 
centres, success stories, business guides, and
frequently asked questions (FAQs)
• press
 
releases, blog posts, and archives
• annual
 
meetings and investor events
• corporate
 
governance and responsibilities
• investor
 
newsletters

• investor
 
relations histories
• corporate
 
strategy and financial
performance histories
• founder
 
manifestos, mission
statements, and business discourse
histories120
• stock
 
trading, stock price development, and analyst coverage histories
• mobile
 
platform strategy histories121
• data
  privacy and ‘business-to-platform’ dependency histories122
• ‘financialised
 
histories’123
• corporate
 
governance structure
histories

research

• research
 
areas
• publications
 
(e.g., conference proceedings, journal
articles, technical reports, patent filings, white papers)
• downloads
 
• press
 
releases, blog posts, and archives
• academic
 
programmes and scholarships
• careers
 

• intellectual
 
and research area
histories
• technology
 
design and innovation
histories
• algorithm
 
design and maintenance
histories124
• platform
 
architecture design and
infrastructure histories125
• ‘programmability’
 
design tendency
and experimentation histories126
• professional
 
expertise, talent
acquisition, and recruitment strategy
histories

partner
 
solutions and integrations
partner
 
programmes and directories
about
 
pages
partner
 
news, blog posts, and archives
case
 
studies and success stories
partner
 
sign-up and registration procedures
partner
 
certification programmes and badges
partner
 
help centres and support
partner
 
newsletters
partner
 
summits and events
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